S2 Appendix
Codes for diagnoses, procedures, medication and blood tests Formula for estimation of glomerular filtration rates (eGFR)  Any other antidiabetic drugs A10 without A10A, A10BA02, A10BB, A10BC
Immunosuppressive therapy L01, L04
Systemic antibiotic therapy J01
ACE inhibitors C09
Beta-blockers C07
Acetylsalicylic acid B01AC06
Other thrombocyte function inhibitors B01AC04, B01AC07, B01AC30
Statins or lipid lowering agents C10AA, C10B, B04AB, C10AB, C10AC, C10AD,
C10AX

Blood tests according to local analysis codes and Nomenclature for Properties and Units (NPU)-codes
Blood test Local analysis and NPU-codes
C-reactive protein DNK05027, ASS00653, ASS00010, AAA94016, ASS00080, 1314609, ASS00080, 5027, 1314610, 1414610, 16, 113039, 1810752, 1311097, 1314610, 1314612, 1314611, 1414609, 1314614,1414614, 19748, 1423, 1314612 NPU19748, NPU01423
Creatinine ASS00356, ASS00354, ASS00355, 11026, 1511235,1511236, 1610154, 1710301,1711807, 1811807, 1817156, 18016,1155,1311235, 1411235, 38927, 4998, 1611807 NPU18016, NPU01807, NPU18105, NPU04998
